Summer New Items 2018
Get on board and join the fun with LGB!

The LGB garden railroad is very durable and a highlight for any garden, no matter the weather.

Everything you need for endless family fun!
Tank wagons can be filled, car doors can be opened and much more! The model railroad experience for the entire family!

For example:
40551 DR Low Side Car

Fillable low-side cars!

For example:
40554 DR Stake Car

Whether it is branches or flower pots, our loadable freight cars can handle it all.

Fillable tank wagons!

Whether it is fresh water for the plants or soil for filling pots, LGB will help you have big fun in your garden!

For example:
40555 DR Tank Car

Housings are UV-resistant and made of high-impact, weather resistant materials.

Includes a Vehicle!

1. Unpack
2. Assemble
3. Go

A unique experience for outdoors and indoors. Just unpack the starter set, assemble and let the fun begin!

The Building Block Train Starter Set includes a set of 30 building blocks that can be assembled by young and old, to suit anyone’s imagination and creativity. Increase the starter set’s play value by adding the Building Block Train Car (94063). Compatible with other mass-marketed building blocks.

The base plate is an ideal starting point for playing and building.

1. Unpack
2. Assemble
3. Go

A unique experience for outdoors and indoors. Just unpack the starter set, assemble and let the fun begin!

The Building Block Train Starter Set includes a set of 30 building blocks that can be assembled by young and old, to suit anyone’s imagination and creativity. Increase the starter set’s play value by adding the Building Block Train Car (94063). Compatible with other mass-marketed building blocks.

Some sets include vehicles and loads!

The base plate is an ideal starting point for playing and building.

1. Unpack
2. Assemble
3. Go

A unique experience for outdoors and indoors. Just unpack the starter set, assemble and let the fun begin!

The Building Block Train Starter Set includes a set of 30 building blocks that can be assembled by young and old, to suit anyone’s imagination and creativity. Increase the starter set’s play value by adding the Building Block Train Car (94063). Compatible with other mass-marketed building blocks.
Introduction

Dear LGB Fan,

LGB – the railroad for OUTDOORS and INDOORS is celebrating its 50th birthday.
For this reason, we are surprising you this year not only with one-time events but also with models that reflect the years up to 2018 like no others. The start in front of the fair halls in Nürnberg in 1968 remains unforgettable when the LGB sensation began in a driving snow. Now after 50 years we are proudly celebrating the notable birthday "of the railroad you can feel"!

After the successful kickoff in January with the rollout of the RhB Ge 4/4 II 617, the next big steps are the Pentecost event at the Pressnitztal Railroad in Jöhstadt. In addition to many steaming attractions, you will experience pure LGB on the entire grounds. Special contests await you, extra-large layouts, and an impressive special sale. In addition to a first release, we will also surprise you with an unusual locomotive auction.
Also, don’t forget your chance to win a breathtaking cab ride from Chur to St. Moritz. No less important is the newly issued steam locomotive for you, road number 99 5015, that will be available all year at a special price.
In the anniversary year, LGB will naturally also be present at many other events for the garden railroading community. You can learn more at our website www.lgb.com/50years, where we will regularly update the information.

Your LGB Team

DR Steam Locomotive, Road Number 99 5015
This is a model of a DR narrow gauge steam locomotive used on the narrow gauge routes in the Harz Region. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for Era III.

Light, smoke, and many sound functions included.

A new production run for you and with a special price in the anniversary year of 2018
German State Railroad (DR)

41033 DR Type Ow Gondola
This is a model of the DR type Ow gondola. This is the version with wooden walls and sheet metal doors, with high end walls, and a hand brake. The paint and lettering are prototypical for Era IV. The car has metal spoked wheel sets. Length over the buffers 30 cm / 11-13/16”.

Now available separately by popular demand.

41034 DR Type Ow Gondola
This is a model of the DR type Ow gondola. This is the version with wooden walls and sheet metal doors, with high end walls, a brakeman’s seat, and a hand brake. The paint and lettering are prototypical for Era IV. The car has metal spoked wheel sets. Length over the buffers 30 cm / 11-13/16”.

Now available separately by popular demand.
Gleaming Golden Memory

This is the way 50 years of LGB remain unforgettable!
How fast time goes by – we say this or something similar intuitively ever more frequently and faster. If it is because of the digitalization or the speed of communication – it is good that this anniversary set keeps the first 50 years of LGB constantly alive in our memory. Because this golden memory continues beautifully with the finely painted era cars.

One-time series in 2018 for the 50th anniversary of LGB

20216 50 Years of LGB Anniversary Locomotive
This is a model of the "Stainz" steam locomotive in a special paint scheme for the 50th anniversary of LGB garden railroads.
For the Anniversary

40501 LGB Anniversary Car
This car is imprinted with the most beautiful models from 1968 to 1978.

40502 LGB Anniversary Car
This car is imprinted with the most beautiful models from 1978 to 1988.

40503 LGB Anniversary Car
This car is imprinted with the most beautiful models from 1988 to 1998.
40504 LGB Anniversary Car
This car is imprinted with the most beautiful models from 1998 to 2008.

One-time series in 2018 for the 50th anniversary of LGB

40505 LGB Anniversary Car
This car is imprinted with the most beautiful models from 2008 to 2018.
LGB Factory Train

29050 LGB Factory Train
This is a model of the so-called “Factory Train”, as it stood for many years in front of the Nürnberg LGB plant on Saganer Street in Nürnberg.

• Booklet about the 50-year history of LGB Garden Trains included.

Running sounds also work in analog operation.

One-time series in 2018 for the 50th anniversary of LGB
mfx/DCC decoder and sound included for the first time on the locomotive
Wolfgang Richter-Edition

32191 Mail Car for the Richter Stainz Locomotive
This car is painted and lettered to go with the Wolfgang Richter Stainz locomotive, item number 20214, and the 36214 car. It is extensively imprinted with a wonderful motif.

One-time series in 2018 for the 50th anniversary of LGB.

The ideal add-on for the 20214 Wolfgang Richter Stainz locomotive and the 36214 passenger car.
We Are Celebrating 50 Years of LGB – The RhB Is Celebrating with Us

By the end of December 2018, the “Ilanz” will be underway in the magnificent LGB anniversary design on the lines of the Rhaetian Railroad. Where and when exactly can be found at www.lgb.com/50years. If you come across it in Switzerland, you should pull out your camera or Smartphone and resolutely click away. Please send your best image by December 31, 2018 to LGB-Depesche@3g-media.de. You will then take part in a drawing with many valuable prizes to win in the form of LGB RhB models and special tickets for the Rhaetian Railroad. The winners will be published by the RhB and in Issue 2/19 of the LGB Depesche.*

Participate and Win:

1st Prize: Cab ride from Chur to St. Moritz
2nd Prize: A model of the LGB anniversary locomotive (Item No. 28443)
3rd Prize: Two day tickets, 1st class, for the entire RhB network
4th Prize: An RhB boxcar (Item No. 40082)
5th Prize: An RhB tank car (Item No. 41701)
6th Prize: An RhB container transport car (Item No. 40895)

Please send your best image of the Ge 4/4 II 617 “Ilanz” in the LGB anniversary design by December 31, 2018 (entry deadline) to LGB-Depesche@3g-media.de

* By participating, you agree to the publicizing of your image (Print, Online). The prize cannot be paid out in cash. The judges’ decision is final. Employees of Märklin and the Rhaetian Railroad are excluded from participation. Text: Alexander Strobel

RhB “50 Years of LGB” Class Ge 4/4 II Electric Locomotive

This is the Rhaetian Railroad class Ge 4/4 II electric locomotive, road number 617, in a special paint and lettering scheme for the fiftieth anniversary.

One-time series in 2018 for the 50th anniversary of LGB.

Running sounds also work in analog operation.
Rhaetian Railroad (RhB)

45899 RhB Container Car for coop® Lettuce

This is a continuation of the popular series of refrigerator container cars for the retail chain coop®.

This is an RhB container transport car, loaded with a removable refrigerator container for the retail chain coop®. The paint scheme and lettering are prototypical for Era VI, and the container is imprinted with the theme “Salat” (lettuce). The car has a new car number. It also has metal solid wheel sets.

Length over the buffers 41 cm / 12-7/16”.
This is a model of the Mogul type steam locomotive of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad painted and lettered in a special version for the 50th anniversary of LGB garden railroads.

One-time series in 2018 for the 50th anniversary of LGB

A great selection of flag stickers is included

4 sets of high quality flag stickers
This is a model of a typical gang car as was and is in some cases still used on many North American railroads. It has finely detailed construction in a yellow paint scheme. This gang car is imprinted on both sides with typical Halloween themes. Both wheel sets are driven from a powerful motor with ball bearings. The white headlights / red marker lights change over with the direction of travel. The gang car has an interface connection for installation of a digital decoder. A special design mfx/DCC decoder in available for this model under item number E275227. The regular LGB couplers can be replaced by the link-and-pin couplers included with the model. These couplers are based on an American prototype. Length over the couplers 22 cm / 8-5/8".
Photo Contest for the LGB Anniversary Locomotive

Participate and Win:

1st Prize: Cab ride from Chur to St. Moritz

2nd Prize: A model of the LGB anniversary locomotive (Item No. 28443)

3rd Prize: Two day tickets, 1st class, for the entire RhB network

4th Prize: An RhB boxcar (Item No. 40082)

5th Prize: An RhB tank car (Item No. 41701)

6th Prize: An RhB container transport car (Item No. 40895)

By December, the Ge 4/4 II 617 will be underway in the LGB anniversary design in the Grisons.

All information about the photo contest can be found inside this brochure on page 12.

Events for 2018:

Celebrate with us and visit us at one of the following events in the anniversary year:

- May 19–21, 2018 in Jöhstadt on the Preßnitztal Railroad
- June 8–9, 2018 in Györ, Hungary at the Open House
- September 14–15, 2018 in Göppingen at the Open House

Current information always at www.lgb.com/50years und www.maerklin.de

Märklin fulfills the requirements for a quality control management system adhering to the ISO 9001 Standard. This is checked and certified at regular intervals by the test agency TÜV Süd using monitoring tests. You thereby have the assurance that you are purchasing a tested quality product.